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Abstract 

Droplet-based microfluidic extraction is a promising way for effective 

lanthanides extraction due to its outstanding mass transfer performance. The 

separation process can be greatly enhanced with the droplet-based microfluidic 

extraction technique. However, the interactions between mass transfer, microfluidic 

dynamics and extraction kinetics are still unclear, which has hindered further 

manipulation on microfluidic extraction to boost extraction performance. In this study, 

the mechanisms of microfluidic droplet-based extraction and separation 

intensification of lanthanides are for the first time unveiled by using a numerical 

simulation model. The limiting factors for the performance of droplet-based 

microfluidic extraction are identified through a model-based parametric analysis. The 

numerical analyses provide a comprehensive understanding of droplet-based 

microfluidic extraction systems and offer operation and optimization guidelines for 

future research in this area. 
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Nomenclature: 

A area of the interface (m2)      contact angle (degree) 

c concentration of species (mol L-3)    separation factor 

d diameter of microchannel (m)     density (kg m-3) 

D distribution ratio        the viscosity stress tensor (Pa) 

D  diffusivity (m2 s-1)       

E extraction percentage      Subscript 

kf forward rate constants (s-1)    i specie 

kr reverse rate constants (s-1)     aq aqueous 

km total mass transfer rate (s-1)    org organic 

L length of microchannel (m)    gen generation 

Ls length of slug (m)      con consumption 

n reaction order        

p pressure (Pa) 

r the radius of the droplet contact surface (m) 

R generation or consumption rate of species (mol m-3 s-1) 

mt  time scale of total mass transport toward interface (s) 

ct  time scale of convection transport in flow direction (s) 

u vecolity (m s-1) 

V volume (m3) 

Inf intensification factor 

 



1. Introduction 

Lanthanide is a series of elements with astounding physicochemical properties, 

which has long attracted lots of research interests in material science areas, such as 

magnetic, optical and luminescent materials, as well as catalysts et al.[1, 2]. Solvent 

extraction is the most widely applied technology for lanthanides separation and 

purification, which is a very important process for rare earths metallurgy. 

Mixer-settler is a commonly utilized lanthanides separation device which consists of a 

mixing chamber bringing convective mixing of immiscible phases and a settling 

chamber performing phase separation[3]. However, due to the chemical resemblance 

of lanthanides, it is difficult to achieve their separation thus cascade separation 

operation with thousands of mixer-settler has to be implemented[1]. Integration of 

microfluidics into solvent extraction can introduce many benefits for improving 

interface mass transport, such as shortening the mass transport path and enlarging 

surface-to-volume ratio[4, 5].  

Microfluidic extraction can be categorized into two types according to flow 

pattern, i.e., co-laminar microfluidic extraction and droplet-based microfluidic 

extraction. Experiments on both configurations have proved that the microfluidics is a 

highly efficient approach to achieve extraction equilibrium in much shorter time 

compared with traditional bulk devices[6-10]. In a co-laminar microfluidic extraction 

system, since aqueous and organic streams flow side by side, it is convenient to 

achieve phase separation at the outlet. In order to maintain the co-laminar flow pattern 

for two immiscible streams, high capillary number (Ca) is required which associates 



with a flow velocity of 40-400 mm s-1 according to the shape of microchannel and 

fluid property[11]. High Ca operation condition leads to shortening of residence time 

in the microchannel. Therefore, co-laminar microfluidic extraction is suitable for 

extraction reactions with fast kinetics. In a droplet-based microfluidic extraction 

system, benefiting from the vortexes induced by shear stress, the mass transfer rate 

can be ten to thousand times higher than the one in traditional extraction 

system[12-15]. Since the operation flow velocity of droplet-based flow pattern keeps 

in a relatively low range (less than 200 mm s-1 [11]), this configuration is suitable for 

extraction reactions with slow kinetics.  

In addition to the excellent mass transfer performance, it has also been proved 

that separation intensification can be achieved in a microfluidic extraction system, 

which is a crucial advantage for lanthanides separation[16, 17]. Separation 

performance of microfluidic extraction was found double as the one in batch 

reactor[17]. Although the initial data show us the notable separation performance of 

microfluidic extraction, the interactions among mass transfer, microfluidic dynamics 

and extraction kinetics are still unknown. To the best of our knowledge, no work has 

been reported to give a mechanistic understanding of the separation intensification in 

a microfluidic extraction system, which is vital for manipulating microfluidic 

extraction to further boost on separation performance. 

This paper presents a numerical study on a droplet-based microfluidic extraction 

system to explore the mass transfer characteristics of extraction and mechanism of 

separation intensification in microfluidic extraction. The extraction processes of La3+ 



and Eu3+ were chosen in the model, because the extraction kinetics of La3+ and Eu3+ 

are well documented and entirely different[18]. Lanthanum has bright application 

prospects for catalysis, superconducting materials, oxide electrolyte etc. 

Lanthanum-based perovskite oxides demonstrate promising catalytic performance as 

for electrochemical conversion, heterogeneous oxidation reaction, thermochemical 

water and carbon dioxide splitting[19, 20]. Lanthanum hydrides have been considered 

a brilliant high-temperature superconducting material at accessible pressure[21]. 

Lanthanum-based solid oxide exhibits fast oxide-ion conducting properties, which 

makes it a favorable electrolyte for solid oxide fuel cells[22, 23]. Europium-based 

phosphorescent materials show outstanding luminescent properties including high 

photostability, extremely narrow emission lines, long lifetime, and tunable wavelength 

from blue to red, which makes them essential in display, screen and bioprobe 

applications[24, 25]. The performance limiting factors of lanthanide extraction in 

microchannel were clarified. It is found that separation performance of lanthanides in 

a droplet-based microfluidic extraction system depends on the distinction of 

extraction kinetic rate of lanthanides, and can be manipulated through adjusting the 

flow velocity.  

 

2. Numerical model 

2.1 Problem statement and computational geometry  

Cylinder-shaped slug geometry was built for the microfluidic extraction system 

as shown in Fig. 1. Since the slugs are distributed periodically and centrosymmetric, 



only a quarter of one droplet unit was modeled. The diameter and the length of 

geometry are 1 mm and 2.67 mm, respectively. The length of droplet is 1.48 mm. The 

shape of interfacial surface can be defined from the following equations[26]: 
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where x, y, z denotes the coordinate, V is the volume of the slug, r1 and r2 denotes the 

radius of the droplet contact surface in the x and z direction, respectively;  is the 

contact angel of the droplet at the wall, d is the width of channel. 

 The lanthanide ions i.e. La3+ and Eu3+ in droplet were extracted into organic 

solvent through Trivalent Actinide-Lanthanide Separation by Phosphorus reagent 

Extraction from Aqueous Komplexes (TALSPEAK) process[18].  

 

2.2 Governing equations 

The hydrodynamics of droplet-based flow in microchannel are governed by 

continuity of mass and conservation of momentum, which were treated as 

stationary[27, 28]: 

 0u  (5) 

 puu  (6) 

in which,  refers to the density of the fluid, u denotes the velocity vector, p is the 



pressure,  is the viscous stress vector.  

The mass transfer of metal ions and lanthanide ligand complex involved in 

microfluidic extraction is determined by conservation equation of species: 

 iiii
i RcucD
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where c is the concentration of species, D  denotes diffusion coefficient. Since metal 

ions transport from aqueous solution to organic solution generating lanthanide ligand 

complex, R stands for the generation rate of extraction product, i.e. lanthanide 

complexes, and consumption rate of species, i.e. metal ions. The equation for 

conservation of species is treated as time dependent, because the concentration 

profiles in microchannel evolves along with time.  

The extraction process of lanthanide from aqueous solution (lanthanide ions) to 

organic solvent (lanthanide ligand complex) can be considered as a first order 

equilibrium reaction with the forward and reverse rate constants kf and kr when the 

extractant is excessive[18]: 

 orgaq cc  (8) 

In the result, the net consumption rate of lanthanide ions in aqueous solution, as 

well as the net generation rate of lanthanide ligand complexes in organic solvent, can 

be given as follow: 

 iorgiriaqificonigen ckckRR ,,,,,,  (9) 

 

2.3 Boundary conditions 

The wall condition for slug geometry was set moving wall[26]: 



 uuwall  (10) 

At the interfacial surfaces between aqueous phase and solvent phase, the 

velocities of both phases are equalized to satisfy the momentum continuity. Therefore, 

the flow continuity condition was set on interfacial surfaces: 

 orgaq uu  (11) 

However, since there is no momentum transfer at the interfacial surface in the 

direction perpendicular to the surface, the perpendicular velocity at the surface was 

set 0. 

 0nu  (12) 

Periodic conditions were set on both cross section surfaces. 

 uuu 21  (13) 

In order to solve the mass transfer equations (Eq. 7), initial concentration of 

every species were given in each phase. 

 0,0, isti cc  (14) 

Periodic concentration conditions were set on both cross section surfaces. 

 21 cc  (15) 

Symmetry conditions were set on the symmetric surfaces. A thin extraction 

reaction layer was modeled at the interfacial surface to accomplish extraction 

reactions.  

 

2.4 Numerical solution 

The commercial software, COMSOL Multiphysics, was used to solve the 



numerical model. The computational domain was discretized with tetrahedral meshes. 

Grid independence check has been carried out to assure the accuracy of solutions. The 

total number of meshes is 956017 and the average mesh size is 5.48×10-7 mm3. Direct 

solution procedure was conducted by using the Multifrontal Massively Parallel Solver 

(MUMPS). Key input parameters for the model are listed in Table 1. In order to fit the 

forward and reverse rate constants for La3+ and Eu3+, i.e. k in Eq. 9, parametric 

analyses of rate constants were carried out based on the numerical model. Series of 

extraction curves of La3+ and Eu3+ were obtained at various rate constants. 

Least-square method was used to find the fitted values by comparing experimental 

data with numerical results. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Model validation 

The geometric dimensions of the droplet (126  in diameter and 250  in 

length) and extraction conditions of the simulation model was kept the same as that of 

the microfluidic extraction experiments conducted by Nichols et al.[18]. The 

computational and experimental concentration of both La3+ and Eu3+ in aqueous 

solution along with extraction time was plotted in Fig. 2. From the results, a good 

agreement between modeling and experimental data indicates the validity of the 

presented model.  

In order to obtain higher processing flux of lanthanide ions, a model with 

microchannel dimension of 1 mm in diameter was adopted in the following modeling 



analyses, and the organic to aqueous ratio was kept at 1:1. 

 

3.2 Extraction performance and limiting factors 

Fig. 3 depicts the concentration profiles of metal ions in aqueous solution against 

the mixing time on various flow velocities. As shown in the figure, extraction 

processes for both La3+ and Eu3+ were accelerated by increasing flow velocity. Fig. 4 

shows the velocity and concentration distribution of lanthanides at different time in 

the microchannel. From the figure, we can find two main vortexes in both phases, 

which were also observed in previous experiments[29]. The existence of these 

vortexes can extremely boost the interphase mass transfer through replenishing 

reactants and removing products on interface[30, 31]. Since the extraction reaction of 

lanthanides only occurs at the interfacial surface, the extraction process of lanthanide 

from aqueous solution to organic solvent consists of three mass transfer steps in 

sequence, i.e., metal ions transfer from aqueous droplet to the interfacial surface, 

extraction reaction across the interface and mass transfer from the interface to solvent 

phase. As shown in Fig. 4, at the region near the interface, the concentration of ions 

drops while the one of complex rises at first. Because of the vortex flow, the 

concentration at central region decrease forming a butterfly shaped concentration 

distribution. Afterwards, ions transport from two circulation regions to the interface 

due to the convection and diffusion mass transfer. In contrast, the transport of 

lanthanide complex in organics solvent undergoes a reverse process.  

From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it is found that much less time is spent for La3+ to 



achieve extraction equilibrium comparing with Eu3+ under the same hydrodynamic 

condition, which suggests that the extraction kinetics of La3+ is much faster than Eu3+. 

Damköhler number (Da) is a valid index for evaluating the rate determining step in 

chemical engineering, which is defined as the ratio of the maximum extraction 

reaction rate to the rate of reactant transport to the interface[32]: 
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where k is the reaction rate constant for extraction which can be expressed as 

kf-kr(corg/caq), the length of slug Ls is 1.5 mm. For Da>1, the reaction rate is faster than 

the rate of reactant transport to the interface. As a result, the overall rate of reaction is 

limited by mass transfer rate, which means the rate determining step is mass transport. 

On the other hand, Da<1 means the reaction kinetics determine the overall reaction 

rate. Fig. 5 shows the relation between Da and flow velocity. It is found that the Da 

values of La3+ and Eu3+ extraction process are both much greater than one at low flow 

velocity, i.e. 0.1 mm s-1, which confirms that the performance limiting factors for both 

La3+ and Eu3+ extraction are inner-phase mass transfer. With flow velocity rising, Da 

values drop remarkably for both La3+ and Eu3+, which represents the mass transfer of 

inner-phase is enhanced. At a higher flow velocity, i.e. 10 mm s-1, Da values of La3+ 

and Eu3+ are around 102 and 2.72, respectively. The results imply that the extraction 

performance of La3+ is still limited by inner-phase mass transfer while the extraction 

of Eu3+ is determined by dual limiting factors, i.e. inner-phase mass transfer and 

extraction kinetics.  

In order to identify the enhancement effect of flow velocity, here we define an 



intensification factor (Inf) as a ratio of the net generation rate of lanthanide complex 

on any flow velocity at mixing time of 10 s to the one on 0.1 mm s-1. This factor is an 

indication of intensification performance on extraction induced by flow velocity. 
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Fig. 6 plots the relation of intensification factor against flow velocity. From the 

results, the Inf of Eu3+ is found lower than La3+ for the whole range of flow velocity 

from 0.1 to 10 mm s-1. For extraction of La3+, the Inf increases dramatically by 2.4 at 

2 mm s-1. It is because the rate determining step of La3+ extraction is inner-phase mass 

transfer which can be significantly accelerated by rising in flow velocity. Whereas, Inf 

grows slowly from 2 to 10 mm s-1. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the concentration of La3+ at 

10 s drops rapidly from 2 to 10 mm s-1, which causes decline in generation rate of La 

complex. As a consequence, the increasing rate of Inf keeps slight at high flow 

velocity region. As for Eu3+, Inf rises considerably by 1.6 at 2 mm s-1 because of 

enhanced inner-phase mass transfer. As shown in Fig.5, the Da for Eu extraction drops 

by 2.72 at 10 mm s-1. As a matter of fact, with the rising of flow velocity, the effect of 

reaction kinetics on Eu3+ extraction rate begins to emerge, which result in the fall of 

increasing rate of Inf.  

 

3.3 Mechanism of separation intensification 

For a given microchannel configuration, the mixing length is fixed. In this work, 

a microchannel of 100 mm in length was studied. Increase in flow velocity will result 

in linear decline in residence time of mixing. Fig. 7 shows the concentration profiles 



of metal ions in aqueous solution along the mixing distance on various flow velocities. 

Although extraction process can be accelerated through rising flow velocity as 

indicated in Fig. 3, there is not enough residence time in the microchannel to achieve 

extraction equilibrium at high flow velocities for microchannel with constant length. 

The extraction percentage (E) of lanthanide at the outlet of the microchannel is given 

as follow: 
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As shown in the Fig. 8, the extraction percentage drops sharply with increasing 

in flow velocity beyond 0.1 mm s-1. Therefore, there is a trade-off between extraction 

kinetics and extraction percentage. Graetz number (Gz) was utilized to access the 

ability of achieving high extraction percentage for microfluidic extraction. In general, 

Gz is defined as the ratio of time scale of diffusion towards reactive surface to that of 

convection in the flow direction[33]. However, for microfluidic extraction based on 

droplet configuration, the reactants transport to the interface relies on not only 

diffusion, but also inner-phase convection. Therefore, a modified Gz is defined here 

as the ratio of time scale of total mass transport towards interface to that of convection 

transport in the flow direction: 
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For the case of Gz>1, i.e. total mass transport time scale is longer than the residence 

time scale. In this circumstance, reactants do not have enough time to take part in the 

extraction reaction before exiting the microchannel, resulting in low extraction 



percentage. On the other hand, for Gz<1, there is enough time for reactants to cross 

the interface, in which case high extraction percentage can be achieved. As shown in 

Fig. 9, Gz value reduces from 2.38 to 0.039 with flow velocity decreased from 10 mm 

s-1 to 0.1 mm s-1, while extraction percentage of La3+ and Eu3+ increases from 52% to 

89% and from 23% to 84%, respectively.  

Separation performance of the microfluidic extraction system can be evaluated 

by separation factor which is given as follow[17]: 
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where DLa and DEu represents the distribution ratio of La3+ and Eu3+, respectively. 

Distribution ratio is defined as the concentration of lanthanide ligand complex to that 

of lanthanide ions: 
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In conventional separation devices, such as mixer-settler, separation of species is 

achieved on equilibrium condition, corresponding to a separation factor of 1.60 for 

La3+/Eu3+ separation here. In microfluidic extraction, as shown in Fig. 8, with flow 

velocity increased from 0.01 mm s-1 to 1 mm s-1, the separation factor boosts from 

1.60 to 2.54, and then reaches a short plateau as flow velocity rises to 2 mm s-1. With 

further increase in flow velocity, as high as 3.53 of separation factor can be achieved 

at a flow velocity of 10 mm s-1. Similar effect of flow velocity on separation 

performance in a droplet-based microfluidic extraction system was observed in 

previous experiments[17]. Two factors contribute to the separation enhancement of 



microfluidic extraction as compared with conventional devices. First, the distinction 

of extraction kinetic rate plays a key role in separation intensification. Since 

extraction kinetics of La3+ is much faster than Eu3+, which is confirmed in Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 3, separation enhancement can be achieved through controlling the residence 

time of lanthanides in the microchannel. Second, intensification effect of flow 

velocity for La3+ and Eu3+ extraction is distinguished, as shown in Fig. 5. Rising of 

flow velocity will further expand the difference of extraction kinetics between La3+ 

and Eu3+. The separation performance can be manipulated through controlling flow 

velocity.  

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, numerical analyses were carried out to understand the 

characteristics of lanthanide extraction in a droplet-based microfluidic extraction 

system. Two kinds of lanthanide ions with distinguished extraction kinetics, i.e., La3+ 

and Eu3+, were studied. Inner-phase mass transfer was identified as the extraction 

performance limiting factors for La3+ for the range of the flow velocities studied. In 

contrast, for Eu3+, the performance determining step changes from inner-phase mass 

transfer to a dual-limiting mechanism as flow velocity increases. Microfluidic 

extraction is verified a promising configuration for efficient separation of lanthanides. 

As high as 3.53 of separation factor for La3+/Eu3+ can be achieved at a flow velocity 

of 10 mm s-1. This study provides a mechanistic understanding of extraction and 

separation of lanthanide in droplet-based microfluidic extraction technique.  
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kr,Eu s-1 0.15 fitted 

D  m2 s-1 5×10-10 [18] 
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Fig. 1. The geometry of computational domain 

 



Fig. 2. Experimental and numerical results of lanthanide s concentration in droplet for 

microfluidic extraction of La3+ and Eu3+ 

 



Fig. 3. Simulated concentration profiles of (a) La3+ and (b) Eu3+ in droplet against 

mixing time at various flow velocities. 

 



Fig. 4. Velocity and concentration distributions of lanthanides at 10 s, 50 s, 100 s in 

microchannel on flow velocity of 1 mm s-1. 
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Fig. 7. Concentration profiles of (a) La3+ and (b) Eu3+ in droplet under various flow 

velocities along with mixing distance 
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